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ABSTRACT

A computer-based alarm processing system for nuclear power plants is being developed in a G2
expert system software tool. In the G2 environment, every alarm is treated as an object of alarm
class. The attributes of each alarm object include activation status, alarm message, process
value, time, priority, acknowledgment state, and icon color. If an alarm is activated, its icon
color, on an overview process mimic diagram changes corresponding to its priority which can be
set initially or determined dynamically by reasoning rules and procedures. The process
conditions, such as plant or equipment status and correlated alarms' states determine the
priority of the activated alarm. The knowledge base of the system is constructed by process
analysis of the plant and discussion with operators and nuclear plant experts.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although alarm information is the primary source for detection of abnormalities in nuclear power
plants or other process plants, the conventional hardwired alarm systems, characterized by "one
sensor-one indicator", has an alarm flooding problem[ 1 ]. Much research work has been done
worldwide to help resolve this problem of cognitive overload [1-3]. The advanced I&C research
team of the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) is developing an Alarm and
Diagnosis - Integrated Operator Support (ADIOS) system for computerized process monitoring,
alarming, and diagnosis. As our initial effort, we are working on an alarm system using a G2
real time expert system shell [ 4 ] to devise the basic concepts of alarm processing and a generic
architecture for processing and presentation.

The bases of implementing any expert system in G2 are production-system( IF-THEN-ELSE
types of rules) and an object-oriented knowledge representation scheme. Various equipment of
a nuclear power plant, such as condensate pumps or the pressurizer, and various alarms, like
process alarms or temperature alarms, are hierarchically defined in G2 to take the advantage of
inheritance of object properties. The attributes of each class or object are then determined to
facilitate knowledge-based processing of alarm signals, sometimes augmented by raw process
parameters.

In ADIOS, alarms are processed by several representative methods including state dependency,
mode dependency, and a multi-setpoint relationship[ 1 ]. The processing of alarm signals is
clearly seen on the process schematic diagram constructed using the graphic interface of G2.
The equipment-related alarms(e.g., vibration or lubrication alarms of a pump) are separated from
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the process alarms (e.g., temperature or pressure alarms of the main process) on the process
mimic. Group alarms are introduced to assimilate several related alarms into one alarm[ 5 ]

This paper discusses the architecture of the knowledge base of ADIOS, focusing on alarm
processing, along with the inference scheme. Also discussed herein are the advantages of, and
some issues in, developing an improved alarm system in an object-oriented environment, and
also using a real-time AI tool, such as G2.

2. CLASS DEFINITION AND OBJECT PROCESSING IN ADIOS

2.1 Definition of Alarm Objects

Every alarm is defined as an object of a subclasses of Alarm class, the attributes of which include
message text, process value, set-point, activation status, priority, acknowledgment or reset status,
causal alarm, level precursor, and so on, according to its class. Subclasses of alarms are defined
for different use in the processing scheme of ADIOS: process alarms, e.g., a pressure alarm in the
main process line, and equipment alarms, e.g., a vibration high alarm.

Each alarm object with those attributes contains most of the information necessary for alarm
processing and display control. Some attributes of the alarm object change their values
dynamically during a run of the alarm system. The process value of an alarm gets its value from
the corresponding process variable of the plant or simulator. The attribute value of the
acknowledgment or reset status is used to control the flashing display depending on the
acknowledgment status of the alarm when it is activated or deactivated. Table 1 illustrates an
attribute table of an alarm object.

The attributes of a causal alarm and level precursor are used in prioritizing the alarms based on
the relationship among alarms. The processing of alarms is discussed below in more detail.

For implementing the state-dependency, relation provided in G2 has been used. Any alarm
object which can be active as a result of any equipment state, for example, pump ON or pump
OFF, is defined to have a relation to its corresponding equipment.

2.2 Alarm Prioritization

Dynamic prioritization is the most important feature of alarm processing in this system. Figure 1
shows how the alarms are processed and presented in ADIOS. As in conventional alarm
systems, alarms are generated by set-point checking. They are activated when the associated
process values exceed the alarm set-points, and deactivated when they return to their normal
values.

The activated alarms then get into the prioritization phase to conclude their priority depending on
several conditions related to them. Those conditions would be plant operation mode, equipment
status, related alarm status and so on. They are called plant-mode dependency, equipment-state
dependency, multiple set-point relationship (i.e., level precursor), causality and so on[ 2 - 5 ]. In
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the present version of ADIOS, all alarms are initially given their own default priorities, and,
those priorities can be decreased or increased by any processing algorithm dynamically during
the run time of the alarm system.

The plant-mode dependency is used to de-emphasize those alarms that are activated as a
consequence of the plant mode change. The equipment-state dependency is used to reduce the
priority of those alarms that occur when equipment changes its status; e.g., the priority of the
discharge pressure low alarm is lowered if it occurs after a pump stops. The multiple set-point
relationship uses the relationship between several alarms on the same process parameter. For
instance, when both the low and low-low level alarms of a steam generator are on, the priority of
the low alarm can be lowered. The causality between alarms also allows us to prioritize alarms
between causal and consequential alarms; the causal alarms require more attention than the
consequential alarms.

2.3 Alarm Display

The prioritized alarms are displayed on the process overview mimic (Figure 3.), and the time-
sequential list of alarms is given on another dedicated CRT, with those alarms categorized by
systems shown on a third CRT acting as a spatially dedicated soft alarm panel. The process
alarms are displayed on the main CRT either in red or yellow; priority 1 alarms are shown in red,
priority 2 alarms in yellow, and priority 3 in white. The same color coding will be applied to the
alarm texts in the alarm list, and also to the tiles on the soft alarm panel.

Activation of any equipment alarm makes the boundary color of corresponding equipment
change to red on the process overview mimic diagram. When the operator wishes to look at the
specific alarms, he/she can click on the equipment after first acknowledging the alarm. Then, the
specific alarms are shown on its sub-workspace.

2.4 Alarm Grouping

In a conventional annunciation window tile system, many correlated alarms have their
independent alarm tiles. For example, SG 1 Water Level High-High, SG 1 Water Level Deviation
High/Low, SG 1 Water Level Low, and SG 1 Water Level Low-Low are all steam generator water
level alarms, however they occupy independent alarm tiles. It is one of the causes that the
annunciator becomes wide and complex in the control room.

For such cases, ADIOS only one representative alarm icon resides on the overview mimic
diagram. It behaves according to its member alarms' states. The most severe alarm's priority of
the activated member alarms conclude the icon color of the representative alarm. High or Low
indication is implemented in graphic.

2.5 Alarm Ungrouping

Contrary to the above case, some alarm information is combined into one window unit. When
SG 1 Water Level Deviation High/Low is activated, an operator should check the SG level
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indicator if he wants to know whether it is high alarm or low alarm. If the alarm, System AL Non
TRN TROU/DISA, is active, it is not easy to find out which component or actuator is TROUBLE
or DISABLE. ADIOS will resolve those kind of combined alarms and present more detailed
messages.

3. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Figure 2 illustrates the system configuration of the ADIOS prototype. Workstation (WS) 1 is the
functional test facility (FTF) of KAERI which simulates the process behavior of Kori 3&4
nuclear power plants in Korea. WS2 is the host processor for alarm processing where the G2
real-time expert system shell runs and the alarms are processed.

This host gets process data of the plant from the FTF at a regular scan interval, and displays
processed alarms on the process overview mimic and also on another dedicated CRT as a time-
sequential list. As discussed, the third CRT presents the processed alarms as tiles on the soft
alarm panel, as in conventional alarm systems, to allow the operator's investigation of the alarms
arranged in systems.

4. BENEFITS OF USING G2 OBJECT-ORIENTED EXPERT SYSTEM TOOL

G2 is composed of a knowledge-base, real-time inference engine, procedure language,
development environment, operator interface, and interface to external data servers. In the expert
system, the knowledge of the system is incorporated explicitly in a separated part of the program
and it is readable and easy to modify because it is built incrementally, where as in every
conventional programming language the knowledge is expressed in the ordinary program code
[6].

For implementing ADIOS, G2 has been an effective tool in developing and programming the
alarm processing concept. It was very helpful in constructing alarm objects and their attributes
as they are treated as an object instance of Alarm class at design stage. The other typical
advantageous features of using G2 were:

• Introductive Guidance of Commands: If a programmer tries to create a rule or procedure
for the knowledge-base, G2 shows available texts of program commands or items which
can follow next to the current statement. It makes programming much easier than
conventional language coding.

• Developmental Environment in Graphics: G2 provides easy way to create objects, define
classes, edit icons, and inspect the knowledge-base graphically. Therefore it gives the
benefit of rapid prototyping in the development stage.

• User Interface: By use of buttons and workspaces it is easy to design and construct user
interfaces to communicate with the system.

• Off-line Simulation: The built-in simulator or procedure can provide effective simulation
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or off-line testing without any difficulty.

• Interface with external systems: G2 exchanges data in a easy way with external systems
by GSI(G2 Standard Interface) module.

•
• Distributed Environment: G2 can run a application knowledge base with Tele-windows

for multi-users. It makes several users develop a application knowledge base and use it
simultaneously.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the overall algorithm for processing alarm signals of ADIOS. The
processing and presentation of alarms have sometimes been considered separately. However, we
believe these two aspects of an alarm system should instead be considered in an integrated
manner.

In developing an G-2 based alarm processing system, several issues need to be clarified. First,
the construction of a reliable knowledge base is required for the practical application of the alarm
system. The knowledge base should produce a reasonable processing result even for unforeseen
plant transients or alarm situation. Secondly, the alarms should be presented in accordance with
the operator's mental model and cognitive processing, rather than a simple reduction in the
number of alarms. It also appears important to provide a quick access to any alarm information
upon the operator's request, without suppressing or filtering out any alarms. Thirdly, the
verification and validation of the expert system software tool is a concern and a barrier to the
practical installation of the alarm system. Lastly, the G2 shell does not provide any flexible
function to produce various tones of sound.

The ADIOS prototype is still under development for more advanced alarm processing and is
also forwarded to a practical scale for a real application to nuclear power plants.
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Notes

Hem configuration

Names

Tile message

P value

Status

Acknowledge or reset

Priority

Default priority

Setpoinl

Kind

Causal alarml

Causal alarm2

Level precursor

Time on

Time off

OK

none

P2R-LVL-HI

•Pressurizer Level Hi •

68.2

off

initialized

1

1

70

N-alarm

none

none

pzr-cont-rvl-hi

•13:33.29-

none

Table 1: Attributes of an Alarm Object
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Figure 2: System Configuration of ADIOS Prototype
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Figure 3: An Alarm Overview Mimic in ADIOS


